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ABSTRACT
Many integrated services with sensors and its appliances
become common in our daily life. In most of those
services, the application and sensors are tightly-coupled.
This causes the implementation of the application becomes
more complicated. Moreover, network load between the
application and the sensor and processing load to evaluate
the sensor data increase severely. As the number of sensors
to connect increases, the problems become more serious.
In this paper, we propose a scalable sensor application
framework. Using a standardized API, applications can access any sensors without implementing any sensor-specific
procedure. Furthermore, the application delegates a part of
evaluation process of the trigger conditions to the sensor.
Due to the delegation, network load is minimized because
the application communicates with the sensor only when
the status of the registered condition is changed. Using
these methods, we evaluate this framework qualitatively using sequence diagrams of sensor applications.

monitoring user’s health condition. This kind of ubiquitous
applications (hereafter, we call this kind of application a
sensor application) is mainly installed in a home network
system or a building management system.
In most of these applications, the application and sensors are tightly-coupled. Each application includes sensorspecific descriptions to access and interpret the sensor data
within the implementation. As the numbers and variety of
the sensors grow, the implementation of the application becomes more complicated. Excessive complexity of implementation causes lowering the software quality about maintainability, extensibility, etc.
Low scalability is another problem. Sensors monitor
the values of environmental attributes continually. Similarly, the sensor application has to meet the changing values
of sensors, and select adequate behaviors from pre-defined
rules continually. If the numbers of applications and sensors increase, network load between the application and the
sensor and processing load to evaluate the sensor data also
increase severely.
In this paper, we propose a scalable sensor application framework to support development of various sensor
applications using multiple sensors and appliances. In our
framework, to avoid the tightly-coupled problem, we wrap
the sensor device with a service layer. The service layer
includes sensor-specific descriptions and publicizes standardized API using Web Service[6]. Applications based on
any platforms and programming languages can access any
sensors through the API without implementing any sensorspecific procedure.
Next, we focused on trigger conditions in sensordriven services. If a trigger condition becomes true, the
application activates corresponding actions based on predefined rules. The condition is commonly expressed as a
threshold condition of the sensor property (For example, in
the case of a temperature sensor, as a threshold condition,
”if temperature becomes more than 27” is used).
In our framework, the application delegates a part of
evaluation process of the trigger conditions to the service
layer. The application registers a trigger condition to the
sensor which is related to the condition. Each service layer
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Introduction

With the emerging ubiquitous technologies, various objects
including appliances and sensors have been equipped with
network functionalities. Appliances mutually connected
through the network provide users with value-added integrated services. Especially, integrated services consisting
of sensors and appliances are expected to realize more sophisticated service behavior based on the states of environment, appliance and human.
For example, the sensor light[1] and the automatic
door[2] use a human-detect sensor to activate a light and
a door. The automatic climate control[3] and the automatic
sensor faucet[4] use temperature sensors and a hand sensor. As a more complicated example, [5] proposes an automated living assistance system focusing on the support of
handicapped and elderly people in their own homes with
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evaluates the registered conditions continuously with the
value of the sensor. If states of any condition are changed,
the service layer notifies their states to the application. In
this architecture, network load is minimized because the
application communicates with the sensor only when the
status of the registered condition is changed. Since a part
of the trigger condition is evaluated by each service layer,
the processing load is also decreased.
Furthermore, we propose a meta-sensor framework
for more complicated sensor-driven service. The complicated services require evaluating more complicated conditions including multiple sensors. The meta-sensor framework provides hierarchical combination of multiple service
layers. For instance, the following service can be developed. ”if temperature ≥ 28 and humidity ≥ 70%,
air conditioner is set to 25 degrees”
In this paper, we classify problems of the conventional sensor applications, and describe the proposed sensor
application framework to solve the problems. We qualitatively evaluate the framework using sequence diagrams.
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Figure 1. Conventional sensor applications
Let E = {e1 , e2 , ..., en } be a given set of environmental attributes. An atom(ei ) is any logical formula with
respect to ei . The atom(ei ) is regarded as an atomic construct for environmental conditions condE. Every environment condition condE is defined as a condition over
atom(ei )’s (1 ≤ i ≤ n), specifically given by the following BNF.
condE ::
condE && condE (AND)
condE || condE
(OR)
! condE
(NOT)
(condE)
atom(ei )
A sensor-driven service is defined as a combination of the environmental condition and actions.
For instance, a sensor light service has a condE :
”human detect == true&&brightness < 10” and an
action ”turn on the light”.
Generally, the action executed by the application consists of a set of method invocation, such as appliance integrated services or other service APIs. In this paper, we
don’t focus on details of the actions.

2 Preliminary
2.1

Sensor Device B
file

Sensor Driven Service

In a sensor-driven service, various sensors (e.g., a temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, a human-detect sensor, an
IR distance sensor and a light sensor) are used. Each sensor
has a single property and monitors environmental attributes
within the specification limits for the property 1 .
We define si ∈ S(1 ≤ i ≤ n) as a sensor, and every
sensor si has one property pi which has a property type ti .
pi can take a value vi which must be of type ti . In general, every vi is derived from an environmental attribute
ei . Note, however, that pi takes a value depending on the
implementation of si . Thus, sensors developed by different vendors usually represent different property values for
the same environment attribute. Also, the vi is not necessarily the same as the actual value of ei . Usually, each
si assumes a function fi , which translates the measured
vi into ei (i.e., ei = fi (vi )). For instance, temperature
sensor of Phidget[7] sp has a property pp . pp can take a
value vp . vp indicates values within the limits of type tp
(int {40..700}). If an application wants to get a temperature ep , the application has to translate vp into ep with the
function fp (vp ) = (vp − 200)/4.
The main role of sensors in sensor applications is to
get current value of the environmental attribute. The application manages subscribed environmental conditions to
activate pre-defined actions of sensor-driven services. To
evaluate whether the conditions become true or not, the application communicates with sensors continually. In this
paper, we define the environmental condition as follows.

2.2

Conventional Sensor-Applications

Figure 1 shows a typical example of conventional sensor applications with sensor-driven services (e.g., the sensor light[1], the automatic door[2], the automatic climate
control[3], the automatic sensor faucet[4], and the automated living assistance system[5]).
As shown in the figure, different sensor requests different way for accessing from the application. Furthermore, different fi is required for translation vi of each sensor into ei . These differences between each sensor affect
the implementation of the application directly. Therefore, a
developer of the applications faces the following two problems.
Problem P1: Tightly-coupling between sensors and applications

1 For simplify, we regard a sensor with two or more properties as multiple sensors with single property

Problem P2: Low Scalability
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v

The kind of sensors used in the application depends
on contents of the services. To update the services and
exchange sensors, a developer must update sensor-specific
description and condition evaluator within the application.
So, problem P1 increases complexity of the applications
and prevents developers from flexible customization of the
services.
Problem(P2) of low scalability is originated from network load and processing load in the application. As the
number and the variety of the service grow, sensors used in
the application increase. As shown in the figure 1, the application has to get the value from the sensors continuously.
Namely, the application has to keep monitoring the sensed
values and evaluating the environmental conditions to execute atcions corresponding to the sensor-driven services.
As a result, too many sensors weigh heavily in performance
of the applications severely.
In the following section, we introduce our sensor application framework to resolve these problems.
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Figure 2. Standardized Interface of Propsed Sensor Framework
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3 Sensor Application Framework Based on
Hierarchical Load-Balancing Architecture
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Figure 3. Subscribe and Notify Process in Service Layer

Key Ideas

which consists of two or more environmental attributes must be evaluated by the application. In order to support a sensor application development which
copes with complex environmental conditions, we
propose a meta-sensor framework. The framework
consisting of the service layer and a meta sensor can
correspond to condE including multiple environmental attributes. The meta sensor divides condE per
atom(ei ) and evaluate whole condE based on notification from the service layer of the sensor corresponding to the atom(ei ). This meta-sensor framework also
adopts the hierarchical architecture. The processing
and network load are distributed to the meta-sensor
and the service layer of the sensors hierarchically.

We propose the following three key ideas to solve problems
of the application development for sensor-driven services.
(K1) Standardized API and Loose Coupling for Sensor Device
In order to use a sensor si , the following procedures
are needed. (1)Access and acquire the data vp of the
sensor. (2)Translate vp into ep based on fi . Conventionally, these procedures differ for every application
and every sensor. Then, we wrap each sensor device in
a service layer with standardization APIs of the procedures of (1) and (2). The service layer based on Web
Service[6] doesn’t depend on implementation of applications and sensors.
3.2
(K2) Delegation of Evaluation Process for Environmental
Conditions

Standardized API and Loose Coupling

Figure 2 shows a service layer with standardized API. Every service is wrapped by the service layer. The service
layer changes vi of the sensor into ei of the environmental
attribute. An application can acquire the processed data ei
of the sensor si with standardized API getStatus(). The
API of the service layer is realized by Web Service. Procedure to call the API doesn’t depend on development platforms or programming languages of the application.
As a result, loose coupling between the application
and the sensor is achieved by this service layer.

The continuing evaluation process for environmental
conditions wastes the throughput of a network and a
processor. In our framework, evaluation of environmental conditions is delegated to the service layer.
The service layer continues monitoring values ei of
the sensor si and replies true or false of the conditions, only when its evaluation result changes. This
hierarchical load-balancing architecture improves the
network and processing load.

3.3

(K3) Meta Sensor for Complex Environmental Conditions
The service layer denoted by K1 and K2 wraps only
one sensor. Therefore, the environmental condition

Delegation of Evaluation Process

The service layer denoted in Section 3.2 enables every application to access with standardized procedure. However,
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the application has to continue calling getStatus() and
evaluate environmental conditions continually. For loadbalancing of network and processors, we realize hierarchical delegation of evaluation process for environmental conditions.
Figure 3 is the improved service layer.
The
subscribe() method of the service layer receives subscriber
id and the environmental condition related to the environmental attribute ei of the sensor si as inputs.
Generally, a simple sensor-driven service is provided in form of if (condE == true)then{action} or
while(condE == true){action}. In if -based service,
the service layer has to notify the evaluation result to the
application only when condE becomes true. On the other
hand, in while-based service, the application needs a notification, not only when condE becomes true, but when it
becomes false.
So, the service layer evaluates the subscribed environmental conditions continuously based on the value of
ei , and notifies evaluation results(true/false) and subscriber
id to the corresponding application only when the results
change.
Since continuous polling by the application to the sensor becomes unnecessary, and the load of condition evaluator is distributed by the multiple service layers used in the
application, a network load and processing load of the application are reduced.
For instance, we consider a sensor-driven service
”while(brightness < 10){turn on the light}”. First,
the application subscribes the condition brightness <
10 with a subscriber ID to the sensor.
So the
service layer immediately evaluates the environmental
conditions(brightness < 10), and notifies the current
condition status ”f alse” to the application. The service
layer continuously monitors brightness and evaluate the
subscribed conditions. If the evaluation result changes to
”true”, the service layer notifies the application of the result and subscriber ID. After that, if the result changes to
”f alse”, the service layer notifies again. Like this, the application can always receive the newest evaluation result
from the sensor. In this example, the application continues to run {turn on the light} only when the notification
from the sensor is ”true”.
3.4
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Figure 4. Proposed meta-sensor framework
scribed in Section 3.3. It receives condE and subscriber ID
as inputs of subscribe(). condE is evaluated by the service
layer and the evaluation result is notified to the application
only when the result changes.
The meta-sensor manages correspondence between
sensor si (in form of WSDL[8]) and ei in condE, and performs the following three procedures.
(1) divides condE per atom(ei )
(2) calls subscribe() of si corresponding to ei in the
atom(ei ) to register the atomic construct.
(3) updates the status(true/false) of atom(ei ) in condE
managed in the service layer whenever notification
from si is received.
Whenever atom(ei ) is updated by the meta-sensor,
the service layer evaluates the whole condE.
For example, we explain about executing the following sensor-driven service.
condE : ”human detect == true&&
brightness < 10”
while(condE){action : ”turn on the light”}
This service uses two sensors, a human-detect sensor and a light sensor. The human-detect sensor corresponds to the environment attribute ”human detect”, and
the light sensor corresponds to the environment attribute
”brightness”. First, the application subscribes the condE
to the service layer of a meta-sensor, and waits notification about the condE. The meta-sensor divides the condE
into two atomic constructs, human detect == true and
brightness < 10. The subscribe() of each sensor related
to each construct is called by the meta-sensor. Then, the
meta-sensor updates state of the atomic constructs within
condE in the service layer whenever the meta-sensor receives a notification from each sensor. The service layer
also evaluates the whole condE simultaneously. If the evaluation result of condE changes, the service layer notifies

Meta Sensor for Complex Environmental Conditions

The framework described by Section 3.3 can enable a developer to create easily the application for condE which
contains only one kind of ei . However, it is difficult to
cope with complex condE includes multiple environmental attributes by the application based on the framework. In
this section, we explain a meta-sensor framework for processing complicated environmental conditions.
Figure 4 shows our meta-sensor framework. The
framework consists of the service layer and a meta-sensor.
The service layer is completely the same as what is de-
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(Figure 5) have to check current data of the sensor and evaluate condE continually to keep the newest state. In this
architecture, both network load and processing load concentrate on the application.
As the number of the applications increases, the subjects about the standardized interface and load-balancing
become more significant. Based on these perspectives, our
hierarchical architecture based framework (meta-sensor
and single sensor) is very beneficial to develop the applications providing various sensor-driven services.
A limitation in our framework, the service layer cannot evaluate the environmental conditions from which the
threshold value changes dynamically, such as condE :
”ei > ej ”. This is due to the limitation of the service layer
which wraps only one sensor device. We think about more
flexible architecture about the service layer which wraps
two or more sensor devices as the need arises.
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Figure 5. Sequence diagram of sensor-driven service by
conventional sensor application
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Sashima et al.[10] propose Sensor-Event-Driven Service
Coordination Middleware (SENSORD) to fill coordination gaps between higher-level services and lower-level
sensors. The SENSORD system obtains and stores sensor data into an in-memory data container to achieve fast,
complex analysis of the sensed data. Shankar et al.[11]
propose a framework for policy-based management of a
ubiquitous computing system. In the framework, sensordriven services are defined as Event-Condition-ActionPost-Condition rules. Policy-based management enables
the framework to detect interactions between services.
Though these systems help implementers of context-aware
application services to access sensor data with standardized
procedure, load of network and processing are concentrated
on the system. As a result, increase of the sensors affects
the performance of the whole of system severely.
The research in [12] proposes a publish/subscribe
based middleware for ubiquitous applications with sensors.
With using publish/subscribe message exchange pattern, to
some extent, the load of network and processing are distributed. The sensor notifies to the middleware only when
subscribed conditions become true. Namely, the complex
conditions including multiple sensors are not considered to
be evaluated in the middleware.

i

i

i

Notify changed status
and the subscriber ID

Check whether the
atom(e ) changed
i

Figure 6. Sequence diagram of a simple sensor-driven service by our sensor framework based application
the result to the application. Like this, the application can
perform the sensor-driven service with complex environmental conditions easily.

4 Discussion
4.1

Related Research

Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 6 shows a sequence diagram[9] of a simple sensordriven service by our proposed sensor framework based
application. The service contains only one environmental attribute. As shown in this figure, communication between the application and the sensor is performed only
when the state of atom(ei ) evaluated by the service layer
changes. Based on the notification, this framework guarantees that the application always has the newest state of
atom(ei ). Figure 7 shows a sequence diagram in the case
of more complicated sensor-driven service with our metasensor framework based application. In our meta-sensor
framework, complex condE is divided per an atomic construct, and processing of subscribe/notify is distributed per
a sensor. As mentioned above, even if the number of sensors used in the application increases, processing load for
evaluation of condE is distributed to the meta-sensor and
the service layer of each sensor, appropriately.
On the other hand, conventional sensor applications

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a scalable sensor application
framework. This framework provides a standardized API
and a load-balancing architecture for sensor applications.
The API enables the application to access the data acquired
by the various kinds of sensors without depending on the
platforms or programming languages. The architecture improves performance of the applications which provide various sensor-driven services including multiple sensors.
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Figure 7. The sequence diagram of a complicated sensor-driven service by our meta-sensor framework based application
In the future, we plan to develop several sensorapplications which use dozens of sensor. Through the actual development, we compare conventional applications
with our framework-based applications, quantitatively.
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